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Systems, that the instructions to
follow the A25 south reveals
either ;

1)  a normal SH3 cock up or
2) a cunning mind already at

work before the run has even
started.

False trails before the off are a
rarity these days. We park to find
a select pack of SH3 connoisseurs
slowly gathering ,but no one from
Old Coulsdon just up the road,
you’d think they had something
better on.

Mrs Robinson approaches and
tells us that the Hares have let her
know that we will be crossing the
main London to Brighton railway
line and, looking at Polly the dog,
that it is very likely all dogs
crossing there will either be run
down by trains or electrocuted by
the third rail. I thank her for
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relaying the warning. “ It’s not
exactly a warning – the hares just
wanted you to know that there is
a choice of electrocution or being
run down”.

Fairly promptly on the dot of
just after 11.00 off we go across
busy A roads, through dogshit
infested paths and run down
suburbs, under Earlswood
station in a slimy tunnel and out
into more dogshit laden parkland.
Better than the average SH3 run
so far then.

Somewhere round here the
knitting circle decided that the
full run would be too long and
attempted a short cut, at which
point they became hopelessly
lost and spent an hour and a half
off trail wandering about
aimlessly before accidentally
finding the cars again. Typical of

a standard SH3 run.
After Earlswood the first real

checks slow the pack only
slightly as we reach open country
and trail turns south through
Hazelhurst and on to the famed
railway crossing. The absence of
flattened or smoking canine
remains was a trifle disappointing
but frequent trains were passing
at speed. “It’s OK “ I shout “
you can hear trains coming in
plenty of time!” “Eh – what?”
asks Ear Trumpet.

Safely across the tracks, the
church tower of St Johns is in
sight ahead as we again cross over
the A23, but the trail swings west
and, dashing hopes of a short one,
heads through woodland to a beer
stop. At least it was technically a
beer stop, but as the “beer” was
only 2.5 % in strength there was
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Date 17-Aug-08

Hare Do You? & Herr Flick

Venue Redhill

On On The Elm Shades,

It’s not often SH3 finds
territory that is new to me, so a
venue of “St Johns ,Redhill” was
intriguing. I searched my carefully
filed hash notices back to 1982
and sure enough, no trace. Of
course there are quite a few gaps
in my hash notice collection and
many are just photocopies
because originals of the early
“collectors” editions are now so
valuable on Ebay.

A quick look at the map to find
where we were going did not
promise much in the way of
obvious hashing territory.
Perhaps there was a very good
reason that this was virgin
territory!

Arriving in Redhill I explain to
my navigator, who has yet to
master Geriatric Positioning

little chance of the pack
regrouping as it savoured fine ale
and, in the absence of any back
checks, it needed regrouping.

Checks were being solved very
quickly despite, or perhaps
because some of the regular FRBs
were missing and a more or less
straight line, an only slightly
dogshit laden trail took us back to
Earlswood Common and ponds.

Crossing a golf course slowly
with a straggling pack and
annoying as many golfers as
possible is, of course, a Surrey
tradition and this trail kept up
with tradition just before the on
in. I don’t think there will be a
flood of hares rushing to use this
area, but apart from the easy
checks and total absence of back
checks, the hares made good use
of rather unpromising territory

and one particularly enjoyed by
the few surviving dogs. Back at
the cars Portaloo officiated with
down downs, I think in the 2.5%
gnats piss, for Herr Flick and Do
You ; visitors  were welcomed
from distant Weybridge and more
locally from Germany via
Madrid. I was reminded of our
proximity to the Eastern
Hemisphere, or at least Kent,
when the beer in the pub was
Shepherd Neame and much later
Gibber appeared by car, probably
confused by the instructions.

Eveready (ette)
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1742 31-Aug EverReady & Eskimo Oxford SH3
Awayday

1743 07-Sep Lord Raleigh

1744 14-Sep Sabrina & FRB

1745 21-Sep SBJ Tunbridge Wells

Run 1741

Date 24-Aug-08

Hare T-Total

Venue Dorking

On On The Plough -> Sunflowers

OS/SSA TQ154487 / new 135 D6

Scribe  TBV
Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
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A25 west from Dorking, after half a mile left into Milton Street
sp. Bury Fisheries. Nower & Milton Heath CP is on left after
100 yards. The Plough is in Blackbrooke; A24 south from
Dorking "Cock" roundabout, after 1 mile, left Chart Lane, pub
is 1 mile on left. For Sunflowers; A24 south to next
roundabout, right up Flint HIll (A2003) t400 yards o top of hill
right into Tollgate Road, immediately left into Martineau Drive.
Sunflowers is third house on left from the end RH4 2PN bring
food/drink/chairs

24 Aug —  SH3 Family Picnic Event, Please bring your own chairs,
tables, cutlery, plates, glasses. Contact JM, Portaloo for what food to
bring. Hash will provide, Beer, wine, lemonade, coke & orange juice.

31 Aug  —  Oxford Away Day, hashers welcome on Saturday
for Brewery visit and B&B somewhere contact Eveready or
Eskimo (Nell) . Sunday Food provided BYOB.

19-21 Sept   —  Treasure Hunt Weekend  Tunbridge Wells - see
Flyer and online-link (you’ll be lucky! - Teq).

03 Oct — Vineyard Hash Bergerac

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury

A tale of a male Hasher at his best/worse?
Scene- a large house in darkest Wales;

A serene Harriet, the lovely Liz, is in the kitchen preparing lunch for a full and
hungry house. A large pot of Hungarian Goulash is on the Aga.

Suddenly a very loud scream comes from the kitchen. All rush in thinking, has she
spotted a rat or mouse, been attacked by the local burglar or rapist, or cut her
finger off. Instead all view the pot on the floor whilst a large and growing lake of
Goulash spreads over the floor.

The "Master of the house", yes the Laird of Sennybridge" aka Andrew, then
speaks those words of understanding and sympathy, "why did you do that"?

Liz in controlled mode says "f*************g". Andrew not understanding the
message again says "why did you do that"? Liz says nothing but reaches for her
collection of large and sharp knifes. Fortunately Andrew is then dragged from the
kitchen by those around him, muttering as he goes "what did I say".

It is believed that flowers, birthday and Xmas presents may be more lavish than
normal this year. Another fine example of male Hashers refusing tofind their fe-
male side.

PS. For those of a curious nature the meat was then picked up, washed and re-
cooked, and then served for lunch. Very tasty it was, and nobody died.

Anon.

DEPOSITS for Vinyard: Post cheques to Address
Below... IMMEDIATELY  - or you don’t go

Stop Press! Bad news!
Ancient Marina WOULD have recorded an “Audio Log” on Friday
while at Liz and Andrew’s BUT dialled the wrong number!!


